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Hi Friends .... Hopefully we Escape this Thrs-Fri-RainThreat ....
www.WunderGround is saying 50% Chance...
And....After Friday we are supposed to be getting a bit more Fall-Like
Temps.
****Post Harvest Applns-Apples ...Are In my Opinion.... Primarily
for Improved-Return-Bloom-Strength and Fruit-Set for May2019.
I always calculate 'Production-Costs' per Bushel. The more Bushels the
less the Production-Costs.
When calculating how much of whatever goes into the Tank for
application, it's all ''Per-Acre'' ....But at the end of the Season, all of my
Costs are divided by the Bushels.
In the Blocks that Cropped real heavy right now, we give those Trees a
'good-poke' of all the right stuff 'Post-Harvest' .... In those blocks that
were very light right now...not so much...just a tickle.
****The Goal is to Eliminate the ''Biennial'' Aspect of the Crop-Set.
We want to successfully 'Chem-Spray-Thin' every May.
****I Recall in 'agr.news' for many years ....Every Fall....Alicandro
talks about Post-Harvest-Apps for *Return Bloom and *F.Blight and
*Apple Scab ..... I distinctly remember whenever he talks about the
Diseases, he always mentions ''005'' first.... Always quite gratifying for
me .... 😊 ....
****Just Visited with a Row-Crop Pal ...Big Acres ..... He says they
have Zero Complaints .... Things are really lookin good.
****Pumpkin Grower Guys...??? If you're having any issues with
SunBurn...??? Check with me ...or Deanna ....
There's some Guys saying they found a new Trick---NutritionalProduct....
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The DeeTeam here says I wouldn't have the snafus with my EMails
if I weren't trying to send these FRNotes to 850+ Recipients all the
time. I'm trying to think of a way to shrink my list to eliminate those
that don't read it ..... Still scratchn my head on this one....
Best Regards ....r

